INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

The recent increase of dimensionality of data poses a severe challenge to many existing data mining, pattern recognition, machine learning, artiﬁcial intelligence, feature selection, and dimensionality-reduction methods with respect to efficiency and effectiveness. The problem with a high-dimensional dataset is that many of the features are irrelevant and redundant. This increases the search space size and results in a greater challenge to further process the data. This issue of dimensionality is a major obstacle in machine learning and data mining as it can lead to inferior performance of the classifier. The growing importance of knowledge discovery and data mining methods in practical applications has made feature-selection and dimensionality-reduction problems a controversial issue, especially with mining knowledge from databases with enormous numbers of records and columns. In the research field of human emotion recognition, feature selection and reduction, employed as a preprocessing step to data mining, image processing, conceptual learning, and machine learning, have been effective in reducing dimensionality, removing irrelevant and redundant data, increasing learning accuracy, and improving comprehensibility. Based on these merits, it is considered an important and necessary preprocessing step before the implementation of algorithms.

Dimensionality-reduction approaches can be broadly classified into two categories: feature selection and dimensional feature reduction. Feature selection comes under three categories: wrappers, filters, and embedded methods, which are the most effective techniques to select the most relevant features from an original dataset. Wrapper-model techniques evaluate features using the learning algorithm "wrap" as a search strategy that performs through the space of the feature subsets. The majority of feature selections in wrapper methods are genetic algorithm (GA)[@r1]^)^ and sequential forward selection (SFS)[@r2]^)^*.* Filter-based approaches virtually always rely on the class labels, most commonly assessing correlations between the features and class label. Typical filtering methods include mutual information[@r3]^)^, information gain[@r4]^)^, fast correlation-based filter (FCBF)[@r5]^)^, correlation-based feature selection (CFS)[@r6]^)^, and fisher score[@r7], [@r8]^)^. These methods utilize a metric for determining the relevance or importance of each feature. Another method is the embedded method, which considers different subsets of the features during the learning process. Subsets are evaluated based on their ability to support correct classification of the training examples. Examples of this method are the weights of logistic regression[@r9]^)^, random forest[@r10], [@r11]^)^, and weight vector of SVM[@r12]^)^. The advantages of feature selection include improving model interpretability, reducing training times, and enhancing generalization by reducing over fitting.

Dimensional feature reduction is a technique employed to transform an existing high-dimensional feature space to a lower-dimensional feature space, which is then suitable for discriminative analysis. Dimension-reduction techniques can be categorized into supervised or unsupervised and linear or nonlinear. These techniques are widely used in human recognition. [Table 1](#tbl_001){ref-type="table"}Table 1.Summary of feature-reduction techniques in human emotion in action recognitionRef.First Author\
(Year)Emotional StateMovementFeatureFeature extraction\
/Data reduction\
MethodClassification/ModelAccuracy[@r13]^)^Lars Omlor (2006)Happy, angry, sad, fear, normalMuscle activity and WalkingJoint anglePCA, fast ICA, Bayesian ICA, New algorithm-100%[@r14]^)^Michelle Karg (2010)Sad, angry, happy, neutralWalkingPosition, joint angle, joint centerPCA,KPCA, PCA-FT-PCA, KPCA-FT-PCA, PCA-FT-KPCA, KPCA-FT-KPCASVM and 1NN, Naive BayesPCA-FT-PCA in Naïve Bayes: 72%[@r15]^)^Michelle Karg (2009)Sad, happy, angry, neutral, PAD model (Displeased, content, bored, excited, obedient, dominant)WalkingVelocity, stride length, cadence, joint anglePCA, KPCA, LDA, GDASVM and 1NN, Naive Bayes95%[@r16]^)^Liyu Gong (2010)Happy, anger, neutral, sadKnockingDistance, speed, acceleration, jerkSOG descriptorSVM76.42%[@r16]^)^Xin Zhao (2013)-Box, gestures, jog, throw-catch, walkJoint positionSDG, SELF, PCA,LPP, LDA, SDAkNN95.8% summarizes several techniques of applying human emotion and action recognition.

Despite numerous approaches in the literature, feature reduction remains an ongoing research topic. Researchers continue to search for new techniques to select distinctive features such that the classification accuracy can be improved and the processing time reduced. The contributions of this paper are as follow: 1) propose a feature-selection method-based ranking to identify informative features; 2) propose a new feature-reduction method known as locality discriminant analysis (LSDA) and compare the result with the traditional principal component analysis (PCA) method; 3) propose two-stage feature-reduction techniques. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In subject subsection describes the database used in this experiment and feature extraction. In method subsection reviews the description of feature-based ranking approaches, the LSDA method and classification method. In result subsection presents the experimental result and final subsection, presents the discussion.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS {#s2}
====================

Subjects
--------

In this study, a motion-captured database recorded at the Psychology Department, University of Glasgow[@r17]^)^ was used. The dataset contained 30 nonprofessional actors (15 males and 15 females) where each performed five actions (walk, knock, lift, throw, and a combinations of these four actions) in four emotional contexts (angry, happy, sad, and neutral). The stated results are based only on the knocking, lifting, and throwing motions from the database. Fifteen captured body joints were considered where each represented a point in 3-dimensional (3D) space, *p = \[x, y, z\]*, where *x, y, z* are the Cartesian coordinates of the marker's position. The five possible statistical features presented in [Table 2](#tbl_002){ref-type="table"}Table 2.Summary of feature set representationsDynamic featuresStatistical featuresPositionMean, max, min, stdev, medianVelocityMean, max, min, stdev, medianAccelerationMean, max, min, stdev, medianJerkMean, max, min, stdev, medianAngle at pitchMean, max, min, stdev, medianAngle at yawMean, max, min, stdev, median extracted from the magnitude position, speed, acceleration, jerk, angle pitch, and angle yaw were considered as features.

Methods
-------

### Feature ranking-based

As discussed in the previous section, there are many techniques for the selection of distinctive features in emotion recognition. In this study, two featured ranking-based techniques, information gain (IG) and Chi-square (Chisq), are proposed because these techniques have been proven effective[@r4]^)^.

#### 1. Information Gain

IG is identified as a measure of dependence between the feature and the class label. It is one of the most popular feature-selection techniques because it is easy to compute and simple to interpreting measures the amount of information the presence or absence of a term contributes to determining the correct classification decision on a class. IG attains its maximum value if a term is an ideal indicator for class association; that is, if the term is present in a document if and only if the document belongs to the respective class. The IG of a feature X and the class labels Y are calculated as:Entropy (H) is a measure of uncertainty associated with a random variable. H (X) and H (X\|Y) are the entropy of X and the entropy of X after observing Y, respectively.

The maximum value of IG is one. This indicates that a feature with a high information gain is relevant. IG is evaluated independently for each feature and the features with the top-k values are selected as the relevant features.

#### 2. Chi-square

One of the most popular feature-selection approaches is Chisq. It is used to assess two types of comparison: test of goodness of fit and test of independence. In selecting a feature, Chisq is used as a test of independence to assess whether the class label is independent of a particular feature. The Chisq score for a feature with *t* different values and *C* classes is computed using:Where *N~t,C~* is the number of samples with the *i^th^* feature value and:where *N~i\*~* is the number of samples with the *i^th^* value for the particular feature,*N~\*j~* is the number of samples in class *j*, and *N* is the number of samples.

### Feature reduction

Upon completion of the preprocessing step, the terms of high importance in the documents are acquired through the Chisq method. Although the number of features is reduced, the main problem, the high dimensionality of the feature space, remains. Therefore, to reduce the feature space dimension and the computational complexity of the machine learning algorithms used in the emotion recognition and to increase the performance, the proposed method based on LSDA is applied. The aim of these methods is to minimize information loss while maximizing the reduction in dimensionality.

#### 1. Optimal feature reduction through LSDA

LSDA is an improvement from linear discriminant analysis (LDA), a supervised feature-selection problem described by Cai D et al.[@r18]^)^, which respects both discriminant and geometrical structure in the data manifold by building a nearest neighbor graph. For example, LSDA is widely used in image processing recognition. To improve the discriminative ability of the low-dimensional features, the class label information is incorporated into the feature extraction process. Assume a set of labeled points *X*\[*x*~1~,*x*~2~,...,*x*~N~\]ϵR^D×N^ denoting data points in a *D* dimensional space where the data points belong to *C* class (each class contains n~c~,c=1,2, ...,*C* samples, ![](jpts-27-2649-e005.jpg))^23)^.

The algorithmic procedure is formally stated below:(i) Construct a nearest neighboring graph *G* by placing an edge between each sample and its *k* nearest neighbors. Let ![](jpts-27-2649-e006.jpg) be the set of *k* nearest neighbors of *x~i~* Then, the weight matrix of *G* in LSDA is given by:(ii) The nearest neighboring graph is partitioned into two parts: a within-class graph (*G~w~*) and a between-class graph (*G~b~*) For each sample *x~i~*(*i*=1, ..., *N*), the set of its k nearest neighbors can be divided into two subsets *N~w~* (*x~i~*) and *N~b~* (*x~i~*).*N~w~* (*x~i~*) is the set of neighbors sharing the same label with *x~i~*. The definitions of *N~w~* (*x~i~*) and *N~b~* (*x~i~*) are as follows:where *l*(*x~i~*) is the class label of*x~i~* Clearly, ![](jpts-27-2649-e010.jpg).(iii) The adjacent weight matrices of *G~b~* and *G~w~*are defined as *W~b~*and *W~w~*in:Then, it is found that *W*=*W~b~*+ *W~w~*, which means that the nearest neighboring graph G is a combination of between-class graph (*G~b~*) and within-class graph (*G~w~*).

The objective of LSDA is to obtain a low-dimensional feature space where the nearby points with the same label are close to each other, whereas the nearby points with different labels are further apart. Thus, a reasonable criterion is to optimize the following two functions:Where *y~i~*ϵ *R*^d×1^ (*d* « *D*) is the feature extraction result of *x~i~* Assume that the low-dimensional features of the input data can be obtained by a transformation matrix *A*, that is *y~i~* = *A^T^x~i~*, 1,2, ..., *N*. After a series of deductions, the objective functions of LSDA can be derived as: where *D~w~* and *D~b~* are diagonal matrices whose entries are the column (or row, as *W~w~* and *W~b~* are symmetrical) sum of *W~w~* and *W~b~*. That is *D~w,ii~=∑~j~W~w,ij~* and *D~b,ii~=∑~j~W~b,ij~*. The Laplacian matrix of *G~b~* is *L~b~*=*D~b~*−*W~b~* and β is a regulative parameter with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. The final transformation, matrix A, is obtained by maximizing the generalized eigenvalues problem:

#### 2. PCA

PCA is a common feature-reduction method in human action recognition. We compare the proposed algorithm with this traditional method. The methods were separately applied to the classification of datasets where the dimension acquired at the end of the PCA and LSDA application was reduced.

### Classification

In this study, kNN classifier is used owing to its simplicity and accuracy for emotion recognition. The reason for using a classifier is to compare the performances of the methods in emotion recognition. Among the 30 subjects, knocking provided 1,200 trials, lifting added 1,140 trials, and throwing provided 1,190 trials when they were processed for each emotion. The ability of the statistical feature set was identified by a maximum accuracy from averaging ten times, where was noted as equal to one to ten over a tenfold cross-validation.

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

An exhaustive study was performed to compare feature-selection methods, dimensionality-reduction methods, classiﬁcation accuracy, and processing time. The result was performed with maximum average accuracy and geometrical mean (G-mean). [Table 3](#tbl_003){ref-type="table"}Table 3.Accuracy rate of feature-selection method using kNN classifierKnockingLiftingThrowingAverageG-meanAverageG-meanAverageG-meanOriginal84.8384.6584.0483.6983.5786.32IG85.0084.7384.3083.9386.5586.44Chi-square85.0084.7685.0983.9586.6487.00 presents the accuracy rates of the two feature-selection methods, IG and Chisq. In [Table 4](#tbl_004){ref-type="table"}Table 4.Accuracy rate of feature-reduction method using kNN classifierKnockingLiftingThrowingAverageG-meanAverageG-meanAverageG-meanPCA70.5069.8461.9360.7162.8661.85LSDA98.7598.7597.4697.4297.1997.17, two different feature-reduction methods, PCA and LSDA, are compared. In [Table 5](#tbl_005){ref-type="table"}Table 5.Two-stage performance of combination of feature selection and reduction using kNN classifierKnockingLiftingThrowingAverageG-meanAverageG-meanAverageG-meanIG-PCA70.4269.8561.6760.1761.6860.87IG-LSDA98.8398.8397.7297.6897.2397.20Chi-square -PCA70.0869.6162.3761.2361.8561.06Chi-square -LSDA98.7598.7597.7297.6896.8196.77, the results of the two-stage feature reductions, IG-PCA, IG-LSDA, Chisq-PCA, and Chisq-LSDA are presented. The entire evaluation was performed using kNN and a 10-fold cross validation.

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

In this study, feature ranking-based, feature reduction, and two-stage feature selection-reduction were proposed to reduce the high dimensionality of a feature space composed of a large number of terms and remove redundant and irrelevant features from the feature space and thereby improve the performance of emotion recognition in different actions. In feature selection, action features were ranked based on their importance and the best features were selected using the IG and Chisq methods.

Feature ranking-based evaluation
--------------------------------

Straightforward feature-selection procedures based on an evaluation of the predictive power of the individual features and ranking based on choosing the best features were evaluated in this study. From the results in [Table 3](#tbl_003){ref-type="table"}, we can observe that the best feature ranking method in all actions was achieved using Chisq. Owing to its simplicity, scalability, good empirical success, and attractiveness, the method was successful in improving accuracy by 0.2% for knocking, 1.23% for lifting, and 3.54% for throwing when compared with the original features. However, the number of features selected was excessively large leading to a high computational time in the classification. Thus, feature reduction was proposed.

Feature reduction by feature transformation
-------------------------------------------

In this section, the details of the performance of the feature-reduction approaches are discussed. [Table 4](#tbl_004){ref-type="table"} summarizes the results of PCA and LSDA. We determined that PCA and LSDA transformed the feature vectors with reduced numbers to a lower dimensional space. Furthermore, the recognition performance that occurred when the 450 original features transformed to a 30 dimensional space was superior with the LSDA method. From the table, we observe that the LSDA feature-reduction techniques are were to outperform accuracy of other techniques and improved the original accuracy immediately. For example, LSDA improved the accuracy 14.1% for knocking, lifting, and throwing when compared with the original features and 14%, 13%, and 11% when compared with the Chisq method.

Two-stage feature-reduction ranking-based performance
-----------------------------------------------------

In this section, the efficiency of the proposed two-stage feature-reduction-based methods, IG-PCA, IG-LSDA, Chisq-PCA, and Chisq-LSDA were evaluated. In [Table 5](#tbl_005){ref-type="table"}, the comparison between IG-LSDA and Chisq-LSDA indicate that both approaches provided good identification rates, being marginally better than LSDA. Further, IG-LSDA achieved an identification rate of 98.83% for knocking, 97.72% for lifting, and 97.23% for throwing with ranking based of 30 features; IG-PCA and Chisq-PCA did not provide competitive results for this number of features.

Computational Time
------------------

The algorithmic complexities of all the feature-selection, feature-reduction methods considered in this study were computed to be the same. Therefore, the processing time of all the techniques was investigated and compared. The measurements were based on a computer equipped with an Intel Core i5 1.6 GHz processor and 6 GB of RAM. The results of the timing analysis, which are presented in [Table 6](#tbl_006){ref-type="table"}Table 6.Computational time (s) of feature-reduction methods in kNN classifier.OriginalIGChisqPCALSDAIG-PCAIG-LSDAChisq-PCAChisq-LSDAKnocking1.551.641.661.161.141.010.691.230.67Lifting1.771.561.730.531.151.620.831.100.63Throwing2.062.771.780.490.920.660.900.510.68, indicate that the two-stage IG-LSDA and Chisq-LSDA were the fastest methods. This also confirms that the contribution of the feature ranking method was successful in improving computational time in the LSDA method.

These methods were successful and indicated marginal improvement compared to the original features using ranking basis. However, the number of features selected remained excessive and the methods required high computational time for the classification. Owing to this problem, feature reduction was proposed. For example, PCA and LSDA feature reduction was applied separately to transform the original features to a lower dimensional-reduction space. The aim of these methods was to minimize information loss while maximizing the reduction in dimensionality. The results confirmed that a feature-reduction method using LSDA was superior to the original feature and feature-selection methods. This approach was also successful for improving the computational time for the classification. Finally, a two-stage feature selection-reduction method was applied to feature ranking based on a dimensional-reduction method. This was an effective contribution confirmed by the increase of accuracy and improved performance of the classifier. This means that the dimension reduction performed an LSDA by denoting the features of the highest importance determined via IG and Chisq not only improved the effectiveness but also reduced the computational time.
